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Introduction 
There is a view that Lyman’s Law can be explained in terms of Japanese orthography (e.g., 
Vance 2015), in which voiced obstruents are expressed with a diacritical sign called dakuten (``). 
An orthographic version of LL can be understood as a constraint that prohibits two auxiliary 
signs from occurring in a word (i.e. OCP (diacritic), Kawahara 2017). Because a diacritical sign 
han-dakuten (°) is used to express [p] (pa “ぱ”) in Japanese orthography, the OCP (diacritic) will 
prevent singleton /p/ to occur with voiced obstruents in a word (i.e. *[p…D]). The current paper 
experimentally examines whether it is active in Japanese, using a new nicknaming process 
showing /h/→[p] alternation (e.g., kikari ‘Kirari’ + hikaru ‘Hikaru’ → kira-pika; hikaru 
‘Hikaru’+ -ko ‘child’→ pika-ko; haruka ‘Haruka’ + RED → paru-ru), which has recently been 
observed in Japanese. The current paper also tests for OCP-related effects such as Identity 
Avoidance (e.g., Kawahara & Sano 2016; Kumagai & Kawahara 2017) and OCP-labial effect 
(Kumagai 2017). 
 
Experiment 
The current experiment uses compound truncation (e.g., Kimura + Takuya → Kimu-taku) 
(Kubozono 2015), or a nicknaming process where two moras of a family name and two moras of 
a given name are left for truncation. Participants of the current experiment were sixty-nine native 
speakers of Japanese, who were asked to judge naturalness of nicknames with /h/→[p] 
alternation applied (e.g., kanno ‘(family name)’+ hadami ‘(give name)’ → kam#pada), using a 
six-point scale (1: very unnatural ~ 6: very natural). Table 1 shows three groups of given names 
tested here. After truncation, each group will yield a sequence of /p…n/, /p…d/, or /p…b/, 
respectively, the last two of which violate *[p…D]. The /p…b/ pair also violates OCP (labial). 
Table 2 shows each condition of family names. For CV# condition, the first two moras are left 
after truncation (e.g., kasino + hadami → kasi#pada). For coda-nasal (m#) condition, the 
second mora ends with a nasal after truncation (e.g., kanno + hadami → kam#pada). For 
OCP(C), the consonant of the third mora of a family name is identical to the following one (e.g., 
kempe + hadami → kepe#pada). For OCP(CV), the third mora is identical to the following one 
(e.g., tampa + hadami → tapa#pada). In the current experiment, the nine given names in Table 1 
were tested for under each condition. Thus, the current paper analyzed 36 questions (9 given 
names*4 conditions) in total. 
 
Results 
Figures 1 and 2 show results of average naturalness in each condition. A linear logistic regression 
analysis showed that the nicknames with /h/→[p] alternation are less likely to be tolerated in 
OCP conditions than in the CV# and coda-nasal conditions. For each condition, there were 
significant differences between /p…n/ and /p…D/, which suggests that *[p…D] is 
psychologically real in the minds of Japanese speakers. There were also (nearly) significant 
differences between /p…D/ and /p…b/ in the CV# and coda-nasal conditions, which means that 
the OCP-labial effect is active beyond rendaku. 
       



/p…n/ /p…d/ /p…b/ 
hanemi 
hinako 
huneko 

hadami 
hidemi 
hudeko 

habiyo 
hibari 

hubeko 
Table 1: Set of stimuli (Given names) 

 

CV# m#(coda-nasal) OCP(C) 
(/…p#pV/) 

OCP(CV) 
(/…pV#pV/) 

kasino(柏野) 
kosino(越野) 
hosino(星野) 

kanno(菅野) 
konno(今野) 
honda(本田) 

kempe(建部) 
kampa(寒波) 
simpo(新保) 

tampa(谷波) 
sappinai(薩日内)	 

tampu(蜑父) 
Table 2. Set of stimuli (Family names) 

 

 
Figure 1: Average naturalness 

(CV# and m# conditions) 

 
Figure 2: Average naturalness 

(OCP(C) and OCP(CV) conditions) 
 

 CV# m#(coda-nasal) OCP(C) 
(/…p#pV/) 

OCP(CV) 
(/…pV#pV/) 

p-n 3.28 3.31 2.39 2.54 
p-d 2.77 2.68 2.06 2.19 
p-b 2.49 2.43 1.91 2.14 
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